Development of South Africa’s national evaluation policy and system 2011–2014

There is a growing recognition of the complex relationship between evaluation and research, and policy and practice. Policy making is inherently political, and public administration is contingent on various factors, that is budgets, capabilities and systems other than evidence. This has evolved in the Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluations (DPME) in South Africa challenging conventional ideas of communication between evaluators and policymakers and practitioners. These are characterised by monologues from evaluators to policymakers and practitioners, which are reserved exclusively for communicating the finished product. This article is a reflection of the emerging work of the DPME valuations which is investigating the relational dynamics between evaluators and programme personnel, and encouraging more interactive and diversified communication throughout the evaluation process. The article offers a public sector observation. The lessons and implications can be useful, firstly to other countries establishing evaluation systems, and also those who have an interest in enhancing the use of evidence by government agencies in developing countries.

Introduction

The use of empirically derived evidence to inform policy developments and reviews, and project decisions, is critical to improve the performance and effect of government policy and programmes (Ajakaiye 2007; Mackay 2007). Although a premium is placed on empirical evidence, its use in policy and practice remains minimal (Davies, Nutley & Smith 2000a; Dhaliwal & Tulloch 2013; Duncan 2005; Mackay 2007). South Africa is no different to other countries in this regard. When Cabinet approved the National Evaluation Policy Framework (NEPF) in 2011, it placed emphasis on increasing the utilisation of evaluative evidence in planning, budgeting and management decisions (Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation 2011). This fitted in with government’s public management discourse of the time. The outcomes-based approach (government approach to public management), which was adopted in 2010, emphasises outcomes and results and the need to focus government investment on interventions and programmes that maximise the impact of government expenditure (Presidency 2010). Despite the adoption of a results-based management policy framework five years prior, the application of empirical evidence in policy and practice remains sporadic (DPME 2014). A number of factors explain this trend, including invisibility of and inadequate access to empirical studies, limited capacity to apply evidence, et cetera (Paine-Cronin 2011).

Evaluation is relatively new in the South African government management system. Although other agencies have been doing evaluations for some time it is only after the establishment of the DPME and the approval of the NEPF in 2011 that evaluations have been systemised and institutionalised within government. The DPME is an oversight department to support the use of monitoring and evaluation evidence in government. The DPME’s responsibility is limited to monitoring and evaluation of programmes and does not implement social programmes. Consequently, the DPME sought to strengthen the evaluation-practice interface through a system that is underpinned by collaboration and partnerships, wherein ongoing communication is critical to ensuring adoption of the system and use of evaluation evidence. This article reflects on the DPME’s experience with institutionalising communication between evaluators and practitioners throughout the evaluation process. It highlights how, in a context where evaluations are nascent, and a partially open window of influence exists, communication carried out this way enhances the likelihood of evaluations influencing policies, programmes and management practice.

Defining use

There is growing appreciation of the complex relationship between evidence and its use in policy and management decision making. Increasingly, scholars have conceded that policy making is inherently political, influenced by a number of imperatives (including budgetary, administrative and contextual limitations) other than scientific evidence on what works or does not. Empirical
knowledge itself – particularly in social services – is not apolitical or value free and rarely provides unequivocal solutions to an issue (Duncan 2005; Jones, Datta & Jones 2009; Kitson et al. 2008; Landry, Lamari & Amara 2003; Mendizabal 2014). There is minimal demonstrated linear progression from provision of evidence to its direct implementation (Duncan 2005; Kitson et al. 2008; Weiss 1979). In response to this challenge, concepts emerged in research and policy terminology, such as ‘evidence influenced policy’, ‘evidence aware policy’ (Davies & Nutley 2001; Davies et al. 2000a) and ‘evidence inspired policy’ (Duncan 2005). These alternative concepts embrace the complexity of policy and emphasise the idea of evaluations (and research), providing substantive material that edifies the knowledge base for policy and decision makers. In these frames, scientific evidence is seen as only an ‘influencer’ of policies and decisions (Davies & Nutley 2001) within a complex policy environment. This view is corroborated by evidence from Peck and Gorzalski’s (2009) research that found minimal instrumental use and widespread conceptual application of evaluation findings. Such application is broader than the operationalisation of evaluation recommendations and includes all potential uses and learning – acquisition of new knowledge, skills, conceptual enlightenment – that result from both the evaluation process and evaluation findings.

The South African NEPF recognises complexity inherent in the research-practice nexus and does not explicitly refer to evidence based policy as its theoretical underpinning. Although emphasis is placed on the ‘use’ of evaluation findings as the primary objective of doing evaluations, ‘use’ is defined and utilised broadly to include both instrumental and conceptual. The NEPF further recognises that within the government environment, use cannot only focus on government’s application of acquired knowledge, but should include the public’s utilisation of evidence to hold government accountable. The policy framework uses the terms ‘inform’ and ‘use’ interchangeably or within the same text to describe the potential of evaluation evidence influencing decision and policy making in government. Evaluation is understood as part of the broader outcomes oriented public management and accountable democratic governance. In this article, the term ‘use’ will be applied broadly and interchangeably with the term ‘influence’, referring to any different way in which evaluations can (or do) affect policy, programmes, organisational operations, and management. Whenever reference is made to ‘use’, ‘influence’ and evidence based policy in this article, the reader should understand it in a broader sense.

**Effective communication: An evolving concept**

Within the knowledge development sectors, communication is often viewed as a process or event that happens after an evaluation has been completed (Edwards 2010; Lester & Braverman 2012). Much emphasis has been placed on communication of evaluation results; numerous tools were developed and published to aid evaluators in communicating the outcomes of their evaluations more effectively. This is often predicated on a simplistic notion of how empirical evidence influences policy and practice (Almeida & Bascolo 2006), and the assumption that the audience will understand, agree with and accept the value of such communication and will invariably take action upon receipt of the message (Rochow 2005). There is an inclination to focus on implementation of evaluation recommendations, which is an end product of the evaluation process and dependent on there being an evaluation report (Forss, Rebien & Carlsson 2002). This one-way communication where the evaluator is the transferor of knowledge to recipient policy actors fails to recognise complexities that characterise policy space and are ineffective to influence actions of practitioners. To increase the advantage or competitive edge evaluations have in influencing policy and practice, evaluators have to view themselves and communication differently.

Sherwood, Paredes and Ordóñez (2014:33) stated that communication should be understood as more than just words and language and that it is about ‘sense-making and meaning-making as well as social organisation’. Communication involves identifying patterns, constructing order and plausible understanding of the patterns and interpreting the meaning of people’s experiences and observations that might be otherwise unintelligible. Through application of communication tools, an alternative interpretation is offered; translating the incomprehensible or meaningless into information the recipients can engage with. Meaning and sense-making inherently is a result of sharing and testing emerging ideas with others (Ancona 2010). Communication has to be a two-way process to offer effective and meaningful representation of observed phenomena. Effectual communication is, therefore, intrinsically dialogical. Dialogue, the direct relation between people, suggests the sharing of thoughts and knowledge, and collective thinking, in a context where participants put aside their opinions and conclusions to fully understand the intended message (Jenlink & Banathy 2005; Rallis & Rossman 2000). It requires openness to have preconceived ideas altered in the exchange with others (Jenlink & Banathy 2005; Swidler 2011). This kind of interaction and exchange is generative; it provides material to transform existing beliefs and create new meaning (Jenlink & Banathy 2005; Rallis & Rossman 2000). In this dialogical form, communication is neither something that is done or used, but relations that are created (Jenlink & Banathy 2005); and according to Sherwood et al. (2014), it is simply the essence of being a researcher.

Seeing communication as involving meaning making and requiring interaction between various players challenges the notion of spurious separation between research and practice, where engagement with the potential users of evidence is reserved exclusively for sharing completed pieces of work. Evaluators can no longer afford to see themselves as abstracted from the context they study. By recommending (and communicating) a particular course of action over another, they act upon their context, becoming...
social actors (Sherwood et al. 2014). Rallis and Rossman (2000) argued that evaluators, as agents of change, have to see themselves as critical friends. To give empirical evidence the boost it needs in influencing or informing policy discourse and practice, evaluators need to be willing to connect with those who occupy the policy and practice spaces. There has to be meaningful interaction (long enough) between the evaluators and programme people informing how the evaluation is formulated, best possible methods to respond to the evaluation, and how data are interpreted into knowledge that can be applied. It is through open partnerships that span the development, validation and incorporation of evidence that there is likely to be meaningful dialogue between the evaluator and programme officials that can establish firmly, in the knowledge base of practitioners, lessons coming out of the evaluation. This is not to compromise the evaluator’s independence, objectivity or credibility, but to enhance the probability of the evaluation being utilised in different ways (Davies & Nutley 2001; Edwards 2010).

**DPME experience: Facilitating dialogical communication**

With a use-oriented evaluation system, the DPME adopted a user-led approach to implementing evaluations. Programme people, and not evaluators, elect to partner with the DPME by recommending their programmes to be evaluated. The conceptualisation process is carried out collaboratively between an evaluator based in the DPME and the relevant programme people. Collectively, they define the problem the evaluation is to address and identify both the methodology and evaluation expertise best suited to respond to the evaluation questions. The discussions held between an evaluator and programme people encourage collective reflection and knowledge sharing that frame the focus of the evaluation and the evaluation questions.

Most of the programmes evaluated as part of the DPME’s National Evaluation Plan (NEP) – an annual plan of government important evaluations – are fairly extensive in terms of budget, the number of people they reach and political significance. Most of them are implemented by (or at least affect) a variety of institutions and government departments. The NEPF recommends that an Evaluation Steering Committee (ESC) manages each of the evaluations. The ESC is made up of the relevant institutions and departments, experts in the particular service area and programme and the DPME, and is presided over by the department that proposed the evaluation (DPME 2011). The ESC has an overall project management role, providing substantive input on important evaluation outputs starting with conceptualisation (i.e. Terms of Reference [ToRs]), and progressing to implementation of the evaluations and recommending changes to programmes evaluated. The steering committee discussions are formative; it is a space for constructive dialogue between the evaluator and programme people, mediated by external voices of the DPME and industry experts, as the evaluation is unfolding.

For credibility of the evaluation findings, the DPME outsources the implementation of evaluations to independent evaluators in academia, research (Non-Governmental Organisations [NGOs]) or private consulting firms. Effective and correct communication is important during the implementation of the evaluation. The appointed independent evaluator closely engages with an advisory team (that is a subset of the ESC and includes key programme people) and the members of the ESC. All evaluation deliverables are subject to discussion and input from this advisory group, whilst important deliverables (i.e. the inception report and proposal of the evaluator, literature review, methodology chapters, and evaluation reports) are presented by the evaluator and discussed at ESC meetings. The ESC creates the space for dialogical communication (Rallis & Rossman 2000), in which the evaluator and programme people have sufficient interaction to influence both the evaluation and practice. It bridges the spherical divide between research and practice. Evaluators – although afforded a degree of independence – are neither detached from the programme space nor are they transferors of knowledge to policy makers. Evaluators are what Rallis and Rossman (2000) termed the critical friend. In a symbiotic relationship, the evaluator, through application of evaluation methods, offers possible interpretations of practitioners’ observations and experiences. The evaluator’s interpretations, in turn, are interrogated by those affected.

This early engagement and ongoing conversation between evaluators and programme people builds the knowledge base and confidence (in the evidence generated) of the latter located in implementing departments. They will in turn refer to, and infer from, the evaluation and become advocates for the evaluation within their departments. They navigate and transcend the evaluation practice boundaries and, by applying learnings from participation in the evaluation, integrate new understandings from evaluation findings into practice. Secondly, the involvement of programme stakeholders in the framing of an issue to be evaluated, analysis of findings and making recommendations during the evaluation process, builds trust and ownership of the process (Davies, Nutley & Smith 2000b; Peck & Gorzalski 2009; Rallis & Rossman 2000). Trust is a function of repeated personal interaction between parties (Arvey 2009) and is critical in encouraging use of evidence (Carden 2005). When officials own an evaluation process, they champion the evaluation, and studies have shown that an inclusive and participatory evaluation process increases the likelihood of an evaluation being utilised (Patton 1997; Peck & Gorzalski 2009; Raab & Stuppert 2014).

An additional benefit of stakeholders being involved in the process is that it increases the evaluator’s understanding of the programme context, which is an enabling factor for use of evaluative evidence (Peck & Gorzalski 2009; Raab & Stuppert 2014; Torres, Preskill & Piontek 2005). Government policies and programmes often respond to complex social problems through complicated institutional arrangements that span a number of organisations. DPME’s experience
shows that evaluators, although having evaluative skills, sometime have a limited understanding of the programme implementation environment. Through constant dialogic communication between the evaluator and programme people, the evaluator gains a deeper understanding and appreciation of the challenges facing a programme, the social problem it responds to, and – together with programme people – identifies ways in which the programme challenges can be addressed to improve performance and impact (Carden 2005). Such cooperation and dialogical communication increases the likelihood of the evaluation outcome responding to the perceived policy and programme challenges and recommendations being relevant, practical and actionable (Peck & Gorzalski 2009).

Maintaining ongoing interactive communication between practitioners and evaluators throughout the evaluation process is complex, particularly when issues are politisised and people do not respond timeously to requests. This can delay evaluations and potentially increase associated costs. However, despite the challenges, there are more benefits than risks derived from communication between evaluators and programme people as the evaluation unfolds. In practice, the experience has been that where programme managers are actively involved in the evaluation, and senior managers support the evaluation process, minimal resistance in implementing the findings of the evaluation is observed. The approach also builds trust between the DPME and the line departments which is synonymous to trusting the evaluation practice and its outcomes. This is important for the sustainability of evaluation discipline in government departments.

Communicating findings through continued engagement

Communication during implementation is specific and has a narrow focus regarding its intended audience and purpose. Communication of findings and recommendations remains necessary for a wider audience to access and understand their implications (Da Costa 2008; Davies & Nutley 2001; Raab & Stuppert 2014; Stetson 2008). DPME recognises limitations with conventional communication approaches and has diversified it to reach different target audiences. Conventional dissemination ideas tend to lean heavily towards researcher and specialist oriented communication. There is more value ascribed to standard academic publications, that is, peer-reviewed journals, conference papers, and the like, which fulfil the curiosity of those who already have interest in academic knowledge (Dhaliwal & Tulloch 2005). The evaluator often takes centre stage and emphasis is on communicating to policymakers and practitioners, with minimal feedback to evaluators as to whether the message has been understood fully and accurately. Where there is a flood of information, competing interests and the need to balance a variety of factors (Davies et al. 2000b), these traditional methods of communicating evaluation results dominated by monologue from evaluators to practitioners and policymakers are insufficient and ineffective. They do not adequately incorporate evaluation findings into the knowledge base of policymakers and practitioners (Davies & Nutley 2001; Edwards 2010). Increasingly there is a recognition that communication that is dynamic and iterative (Peck & Gorzalski 2009; Stetson 2008; Torres et al. 2005) and is part of a continuous dialogue between evaluators and practitioners (Carden 2005) is more effective in influencing policy and practice. This is the thinking DPME has adopted in its approach to communication of evaluation results.

The DPME encourages identification of end-users of evaluations during the conceptualisation phase. This informs the development of messages and communication material for different stakeholder groups. The practical value of findings might not be as obvious to policy makers or practitioners as knowledge producers may want to think (Jones et al. 2009). Empirical research, therefore, has to be translated and adapted to formats and language that is accessible to end-users (Jones et al. 2009; Landry et al. 2003). DPME has used different tools to translate technical evaluation reports to information that practitioners can use.

At report level, to make evaluation findings more accessible, the DPME’s standardised reporting includes, in addition to the overall evaluation report and other papers that evaluators might want to extract from the evaluation, three summary reports. These consist of:

- A one-page policy brief that provides information of strategic orientation, and is mainly addressed to political principals, specifically the Minister of a particular portfolio.
- A five-page summary targeted at the senior management of the relevant departments that summarises the evaluation process, the findings and recommendations.
- A 25-page summary report that provides a synthesis of the overall evaluation report.

The reports are written in simplified language, free of technical jargon to make them accessible to both programme people and the layperson, with inputs from practitioners. Whilst the main report is also made available to the public, the three summary reports are distributed more widely. A series of policy briefs that situate evaluation findings within a broader context to highlight policy implications and policy recommendations are being developed to complement summary reports. Policy briefs will be targeted primarily at officials within the public sector, special interest groups such as academics, civil society and research and policy centres. These are written by programme people, which encourage them to reflect what the evaluation implies for practice.

The written reports, however, do not adequately encourage continued dialogue around evaluation results, nor are they sufficient to ensure adoption and use of evaluation evidence. The DPME holds the view that interaction is as important when sharing evaluation results as it is during the implementation phase. Together with the programme people, the DPME makes presentations to various groupings...
of stakeholders, including senior management of the custodian department, governance forums such as the Minister and Members of the Executive Council (MINMEC), Cabinet, relevant portfolio committees in parliament and any other structures relevant for a particular evaluation. As policymakers and practitioners are effectively a conglomeration of various stakeholder groups of varying ideologies, influence and power (Pointer 2014), discussions around the evaluation results are held separately with each of the individual groupings. This is important for two reasons. Firstly, it allows messages to be tailor-made for each group to fit in with their ideological inclinations and political affinity. This enables communication activities to be targeted appropriately and to relay findings and recommendations in a manner that is persuasive to a specific target group. It also minimises the chances of ideological and pragmatic conflict between stakeholders during the discussions, which could deter from the communication exercise and derail the chances of the evaluation message being heard, understood and acted upon. Secondly, it ensures that information is presented in a way that fits in with the audience’s way of seeing the world (Jones et al. 2009), which cannot be achieved with traditional communication approaches. Conventional dissemination methods tend to use authoritative language that focuses on results and observed outcomes without being grounded on an understanding of the contextual intricacies or those who are engaged in implementation (Rallis & Rossman 2000). Language used in such presentations of evaluation results is distanced and depersonalised, not geared to the audience and their level of comprehension. It can possibly make practitioners and policy people defensive and less likely to learn from such an evaluation (Rallis & Rossman 2000). Dialoguing on evaluation findings makes communication far more than merely the provision of information. It is a way of adding meaning to often complex and technical evaluation findings in a way that is understandable and enlightening to the target audience. This breaks down defences and improves the willingness to allow the message to challenge or complements pre-existing views.

For internal stakeholders (Ministers, MINMEC, Cabinet, parliament, etc.), oral interpersonal communication has been relatively effective to secure political support for the evaluations. It has encouraged discussions between the evaluators, practitioners and policymakers, which – according to Torres et al. (2005) – foster understanding, enhance transparency and increase the likelihood of partners committing to act on evaluation findings. Even in cases where no immediate decision is taken, the interaction with policy makers demonstrates and sensitises them of the value of evaluations. A political context that embraces the use of evidence can only improve the utilisation of evaluation evidence (Dahiwal & Tulloch 2013; Jones et al. 2009; Raab & Stuppert 2014).

The NEPF has repeatedly underlined the importance of sharing evaluation evidence with the public (DPME 2011). When evaluations commissioned by government agencies are not made public, an opportunity is missed to inform public discourse and policy debates, enhance the knowledge base on a particular issue and promote accountability. The website has been a useful platform to reach a wider audience. All evaluation reports, management response to the evaluation and improvement plans (implementation of recommendations) are placed on the website, once they have been presented to Cabinet. Although this is relatively new, there are indications that it is increasingly inserting evaluation evidence in the public debate.

The DPME is also encouraging knowledge sharing and using evaluation findings in various discussion forums and seminars. The seminars bring together government, civil society, academia and other sectors interested in a particular issue. Seminars create the opportunity for discussions between participants and provide a chance for knowledge and experiences sharing. What DPME has done differently is that programme managers present evaluation findings and lead discussions. This is a move away from conventional dissemination methods (Rallis & Rossman 2000), where the evaluator takes centre stage and communicates to policy makers and practitioners without feedback or engagement, or which tend to use authoritative language that focuses on results and observed outcomes without being based on an understanding of the contextual intricacies and those who are engaged in implementation. Seminars will encourage sustained dialogue between evaluators and practitioners, where communicating evaluation findings is an active process that involves both the evaluator and practitioners.

A number of limitations affect the DPME’s communication strategy. The DPME is not an independent evaluation institution; it operates within the bureaucratic normative rules and institutional culture that governs the public sector. As evaluations are collaborations between the DPME and the custodian departments, all communication efforts are guided by how much the custodian departments actually want to communicate and whether they allow effective communication to take place. The DPME has no legal or institutional jurisdiction to communicate evaluation results of an implementation programme that it has no responsibility over and for which it is not accountable. If the DPME communicates evaluation outcomes of another department’s programme on its own, specifically of negative results, it could appear as an exposé of non-performance, not only of an individual programme, but of the department or ministry. This is particularly concerning, given that the DPME is situated in, and is part of, the Presidency. However, if the DPME only widely publishes positive results, the credibility of the evaluation system (and entire government evaluation endeavours) could be jeopardised. There is tension between being insistent towards departments to make evaluation results accessible to a wider audience, through media and other tools, and growing the fledgling evaluation system. As evaluations are still emerging in the South African public sector, forcing departments to go public with results, whilst they still experience evaluation anxieties, might be met with resistance and also potentially a withdrawal from participating in evaluations.
These challenges demand that the DPME reconsiders the role it should and wants to play in encouraging wider communication of evaluation results. The DPME is an oversight department with a long term objective to generate a continuous demand for evaluations and promote evidence-informed policy and practice within government. At the point where the national evaluation system is only four years old, there are indications that the department can perhaps better enhance the use of evaluation evidence through strengthened active and direct communication with users of evidence. This can be through a collaborative approach to evaluations that sustains communication between programme people and evaluators during the evaluation process, through dialogue with policy makers, and policy dialogue between government and civil society. The approaches have shown to be relatively effective in promoting evidence-informed policy, programme planning, budgeting and operations. In the longer term, as the discipline matures and evaluations become imprinted in the operating processes of government, there will be more scope for evaluation findings to be communicated transparently and widely. For now, it would seem more beneficial to focus on communication that generates interest and appreciation of evaluations, and encourages the application of lessons learned in policy and management practices.

Concluding remarks

This article has offered a reflection from a government department on the value of communication that underpins the entire evaluation process as a facilitative factor for increased use of evaluative evidence. Conventionally, most emphasis has been placed on communication of evaluation results. The DPME experience has, however, shown the importance of two-way, interactive communication between practitioners and evaluators throughout the implementation of an evaluation, including communication of results. Where programme and senior managers are engaged and communicated with during the conceptualisation, implementation and discussions about emerging lessons from an evaluation, less contestations have been experienced, and recommendations have been implemented with relative ease. This is not to underrate communication of results. Communication of evaluation results remains important, but should be appreciated within the same frame of collaboration and collectivism, where evaluators see themselves as actors in the policy space. Effective communication of evaluation results requires more than a once off event where the evaluator tells practitioners what they are not doing correctly or what is not working and what they should do. It should be part of continuous conversation and relations building exercise between evaluators and practitioners. Communication practiced this way can certainly boost the influence evidence has in policy and practice. It is important to note that communication is not a panacea for all problems that hamper the application of evaluation evidence. It is simply a tool available to evaluators which can significantly improve the utility and usability of evaluation evidence.
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